Abstract-Here, we share our unique data acquisition (DAQ) system, using an open-source ARM microcontroller SoC, for underwater acoustic beam-forming applications, especially for use on autonomous vehicles. Here, we present our results of performance experiments, demonstrating the speed and accuracy of sampling and processing audio-frequency acoustic signal processing, for a wide variety of signals and sampling regimes. We will demonstrate trade-offs between sampling rates and resolutions for accuracy and speed at desired frequencies, and how these may be dynamically managed by autonomous systems. Finally we will share some of our work, towards underwater acoustic beam-forming using 3D acoustic vector sensors, and our implementation of these devices on unmanned autonomous vehicles.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we share our unique data acquisition (DAQ) system using an open-source ARM microcontroller "system on a chip" (SoC) [1] , (Fig.1) , for underwater acoustic beamforming applications, especially for implementation on autonomous vehicles. For the system we are using, acoustic beamforming requires sampling of four analog channels simultaneously with sufficient sampling frequency and buffer size to resolve a useful signal frequency range, as well as adequate computational "overhead" available to execute Fourier and coherence analysis between channels. Here, we show that our embedded software architecture running on this powerful open-source platform provides ample computational capabilities to carry out many advanced calculations in real-time, and share current progress in our acoustic signal processing applications. The goal of this development is to provide a low-power, extremely lightweight, flexible DAQ system for sensor integration on autonomous vehicles, especially those with tight size, weight and power (SWaP) requirements [2] , [3] .
We have implemented a "dynamic control" architecture in our embedded software (written in C++ and Arduino languages), where software controlling vehicle behavior (written in Python running in ROS environment [4] ) can flexibly command all parameters of sampling and processing (rates, resolutions, etc.) without carrying any of the computational burden itself. That is, the vehicle may need information of varying quality, and update rate (which are related), depending on its current objective. Our "dynamic control" protocol is highly "tunable" at run time for these considerations. The DAQ system will ultimately return only the information (acoustic Fig. 1 : Teensy 3.6 -ARM Cortex M4 data acquisition board bearing information, signatures etc.) required for the vehicle to make operational decisions, freeing its own processing to manage tasks such as navigation, cooperative behavior, data analytics, transmission of actionable data and other tasks. We will share some of our results, towards underwater acoustic beamforming using 3D acoustic vector sensors, and our progress in implementation of these devices on unmanned autonomous vehicles.
What is unique about our system, is the low-cost, lowpower accessibility to DSP-type processing, where comparable functionality has traditionally required larger, more expensive processors, which are dedicated-purpose. Modern advances in low-cost, low-power SoC devices are currently enabling unprecedented computational power, and some state-of-theart devices are particularly well-constructed for acoustic signal processing. While we primarily focus on underwater acoustics, these systems are equally powerful for measurement of many signals in the <100kHz range, yet they are not solely designed for external data conversion. Our device, roughly the size of a stick of gum and costing $35 USD, performs "end-toend" acoustic signal processing entirely onboard the embedded system, and is capable of sampling rates in the 100s of kHz of multiple channels concurrently, extremely fast onboard calculations (e.g. Fourier transformation, cross-correlation, etc. using the CMSIS DSP library [5] ) as well as dynamic interaction with other devices via external digital communications. We believe this system will not only serve our needs for acoustic measurement on autonomous vehicles, but may serve as an accessible model for a powerful lightweight DAQ system for many intelligent autonomy applications.
II. PERFORMANCE VERIFICATION EXPERIMENT
Teensy is supported by a rich community of developers, as well as thorough documentation, all of which has proven that accurate sampling in the near MHz range is well possible. Thus, having determined that DAQ system is capable of achieving sufficient sampling rate to accurately reconstruct "pure tone" signals within our target frequency range by simply sampling and logging analog data, focus was turned to quantifying the performance of "end to end" multi-channel signal processing onboard. This DAQ system is particularly designed to enable underwater object tracking on small, lightweight vehicles. On a larger platform with more computational resources, this is achieved relatively easily using high sampling rates with large sample buffers and higher power consumption (up to 625mW/channel), in order to achieve high frequency-domain precision across a wide signal bandwidth. By comparison, the computational resources on Teensy are much more limited (though still "best in class" for SOC microcontrollers), making this precision more challenging. However, the SWaP trade-offs of such a system make this challenge a worthwhile pursuit.
Of principle concern when moving to end-to-end processing on a SOC device is sufficient computational efficiency (speed) and accuracy of the measured signal across a range of frequencies. For a single channel, processing is divided into 3 components: analog sampling, Fourier transformation, and digital communication. At this time, the DAQ board is limited to performing fast Fourier transforms on sample buffers with lengths of powers of 2, and with a maximum size of 1024. For a given sample buffer of length n and sample frequency f, the width of each frequency bin which can be resolved is f/n. Therefore, while an increased sampling rate is required to raise the Nyquist frequency, this also lowers the resolution of each frequency bin. Thus, this resolution must be "tunable", through adjustment of sample buffer length and sampling frequency, to ensure that the frequency resolution is adequate for a target of interest.
Given this requirement, we designed a full factorial experiment to test computation speed and accuracy across all possible combinations of sample size, sample frequency, signal frequency, and other factors. Our experimental design seeks to quantify the execution speed of each component of the processing loop (sampling, FFT, communication), under all combinations of these factors. Sampling parameters (aka factorial settings) varied in this experiment were FFT size (fft n), sample frequency (sample f), and virtual frequency (frequency of variable input signal, virtual f), as well as characteristics of filtering (iir n).
A. Setup of the identification of "close" frequencies: Experiment
To test the DAQ systems ability to identify individual pure tones in a composite signal throughout the frequency range of interest, a test signal was generated containing two pure tones (Fig. 2) . One tone was created using a function generator, fixed at 500 Hz, and connected to the board analog inputs. The other tone was varied throughout the frequency range ("virtual frequency" as previously described), and generated in software on ARM CPU, to be summed with the sampled signal. While it would have been slightly more desirable to generate and sum both signals externally, in truth, there is no difference between the two approaches in terms of the DAQs performance. The goal of the multi-tone signal with one fixed and one varying is both to test the discernibility of the discrete tones when close in frequency, as well as measure for any frequency-dependent inaccuracies in the sampling process. Cortex M4 embedded code was designed to flexibly adapt its sampling parameters, commanded by an external control via a full-duplex serial communication protocol, both to allow for efficient processing of many experimental trials as well as to model an ultimate control structure that would exist on a vehicle. In the following sections Python is used "loosely" to refer to the cross platform high-level programming language that is equally suitable for desktop and Odroid CPU implementations. In this experiment, a Python script running on a desktop computer controlled the DAQ board. The designed software has 3 states: Run, Read commands, and Acknowledge commands. The Python control script has 3 equivalent states: Read data, Send commands, and Acknowledge commands. The interaction between these states is detailed below.
C. Description of each state, DAQ/Python
Run/Read Data: The Run state holds the actual sampling and processing loop, and is the default state when the board is first powered. This state has 3 main sections, which run sequentially: sampling, FFT and serial communication. At the end of each processing loop cycle, DAQ board checks for a "break" command (from external CPU running Python) on its serial input buffer. Detailed explanation of the sampling and processing loop within the "Run" state is given in the following section.
In the equivalent Read Data (Python) state, Python reads the incoming data (ASCII string, comma separated) on its serial input buffer, and parses each value into an array. Because Python "knows" the correct array length based on the issued commands (fft n), a simple check of array length is sufficient to determine if data is likely valid; this simplification is a temporary placeholder for a more elaborate CRC-based verification algorithm. If data is of correct form, Python saves in a data object for this individual test. Python continues to read data from Teensy until a sufficient number of data points have been read, at which point it issues a break command to issue a new set of experimental factors. Also, if within 5 seconds Python has not received a valid array, the assumption is that Python and DAQ board are in mismatched states, and Python enters Send Commands state (which also begins with a break command).
Read commands/Send commands:
The Read Commands state is triggered when the DAQ receives a break command on its serial input buffer (in Run state. In the read commands state, DAQ sends a "Ready" statement to the serial buffer at 1 Hz, and continuously monitors Serial input buffer for new settings. Proper settings are issues in the strict form: "fft n; sample f; virtual f; iir n;" and information of any other form is ignored. If valid commands are recognized, the embedded software reinitializes all internal structures based on new commands, and enters Acknowledge Commands state.
In the Send Commands state (Python), Python sends a break command (redundant but adds robustness against state mismatch) and monitors its serial input buffer for a "ready" statement. When "ready" statement is read, Python sends new experimental factor settings in strict form "fft n; sample f; virtual f; iir n;" and enters Acknowledge Commands state. Each 5 seconds, if Python has still not read a "ready", another break command is sent.
Acknowledge commands:
In the Acknowledge Commands state (both DAQ and Python), DAQ sends a string at 1 Hz to the serial buffer, containing new experimental settings, and requesting acknowledgement. Python compares this string to the "known" string, based on the settings. If acknowledged (y), DAQ/Python switch to Run/Read Data mode using new settings. If incorrect, (n) DAQ/Python switch to Read/Send commands mode.
III. KEY RESULTS OF THE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION EXPERIMENT

A. General computational performance
Initial results, based on execution time, indicate that ARMbased DAQ board has ample computational resources to achieve the necessary sampling rates, concurrently with Fourier processing and serial communications. The key metric in evaluating the computational capability is the Task Execution Time (TET) that is the time taken by the ARM CPU to execute a logically complete sequence of operations a task. In an embedded system like the DAQ board the TET is measured as difference of measurements of two timers at the beginning of the task and at its completion.
The various FFT sizes (fft n) of 256, 512 and 1024 are able to output new FFT estimates at roughly 14, 7, and 3 Hz, respectively (Fig. 3) . The largest factors controlling sampling loop total execution time are, sensibly, FFT size and sample frequency, as, in our currently non-parallel task execution, these factors dictate the size and fill rate of the sample buffer. It is notable that of the 3 major task blocks (sampling, FFT processing, and serial communication), FFT processing requires a fraction of the computation time. This result is attributed to the DSP nature of the Cortex-M4 processor that integrates in one chip the capabilities of FPU and DSP units along with highly optimized CMSIS library [5] . 
B. Importance of sampling rate in TET, and implications for parallel processing
Also of note in Fig. 3 is the wide variation in sampling block execution time. Almost all of the variation in sampling TET is due to sampling frequency, as slower sampling rates take much longer times to fill a sample buffer of a given size. While this may be obvious to the point of seeming a contrived result, it carries some important implications for parallel computation (multithreading within single chip). As shown in Fig. 4 , while currently the sampling block appears to take the greatest amount of time, very little of the total block is spent performing sampling operations. That is, nearly all of the time within the sampling block is spent between samples. The sum of the individual sample TETs (FFT size multiplied by mean individual sample TET, Fig. 4 , dark purple) within a sampling block is only slightly larger than the FFT size, indicating that for any settings, taking a pair of simultaneous analog samples and writing them to memory requires only slightly more than 1 microsecond.
Sampling is accomplished using a DAQ board-specific "interval timer" object, which allows sampling to be run in the background. The utility of this construct is not currently being leveraged, as the individual processing blocks run sequentially. However, in future iterations of the DAQ, the intention is to pursue a much more parallel sampling and processing protocol. If done correctly, the above observation would indicate that, in parallel protocol, the "wasted" computation time between samples would effectively disappear. Based on estimates here (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4) , in the parallel processing case for any sample buffer size, the sampling block TET should be slightly more than 50% of the FFT processing time. and 1024, broken down by time spent during individual sampling events (purple), and time in between sampling events (pink). Error bars (standard deviations) are shown for both sampling and inter-sampling time. However in actuality, error bars for sampling times are almost nonexistent, thus only visible bar is for inter-sampling time.
C. Accuracy of the reconstructed signal
Besides computational efficiency, it is crucial that the DAQ accurately reconstructs its input signal with sufficient precision. Fig. 5 shows a clear tradeoff between detectable bandwidth and low-frequency resolution. That is, especially at low signal frequencies, the discrepancy between the detected virtual frequency peaks and their true frequency is greater for higher sampling rates. This makes sense, in that, at higher sample rates, the available number of frequency bins (fft n) is divided over a wider range of frequencies resulting in greater bin width. Insufficient bin resolution at high sample rates may explain some of the inaccuracy in detected peak frequency, but this still does not fully account for the situation described above, that peaks are not always detected in the closest bin to true frequencies. Possible explanations may include ADC discretization or other source of noise, errors in timing on DAQ itself due to execution delays or clock inaccuracies. It is possible that, as implemented currently, the basic FFT calculations available on ARM board are simply inadequate. We note that our initial analog sampling tests, where DAQ board simply logged time-domain data, and FFT and more sophisticated spectral analyses were performed in MatLab, these inaccuracies were not evident. The post-processing MatLab analyses have the benefit of more flexible FFT sizes (Teensy limits buffer sizes to only 3 options, but this is being updated), as well as much more sophisticated windowing than the real-time embedded FFTs, which are currently calculated on the board. Given the ample computational "overhead" still available, these more sophisticated operations may be able to be implemented on the DAQ board itself. These issues will require further investigation. 
IV. FUTURE STEPS IN THE DAQ DEVELOPMENT
A. Real-time cross-correlation
As an example of some possible analyses towards multichannel acoustic processing, we connected a pair of simple electret microphones to 2 analog channels, at a defined distance, and sampled them into a buffer at simultaneously at high speed. When the buffers are filled, we compute the crosscorrelation between the buffers, and return the index of the peak in the cross-correlation output. When a sufficiently loud "pure tone" sound source is played from a significant distance from the microphones, the position of the cross-correlation peak will correspond to the sound time difference of arrival (TDOA) between the 2 microphones, where a centered peak corresponds to 0 TDOA (no difference in time). Fig. 6 . Demonstrates one example of a peak shifted from center due to a TDOA between the 2 microphones. While this is not directly related to acoustic beamforming, it demonstrates that our computational capabilities are sufficient to correlate multiple signals in real time. 
B. Memory management and multi-threading
As noted previously, the ARM-based DAQ clearly has ample computational resources available for more complex processing tasks. We have also pointed to a clear intent to shift our current processing of the various data handling tasks (sampling, FFT, communication) from their current purely sequential form to a much more parallel approach. Given that Cortex-M4 processor is a single core, true multithreading is not possible. However, DAQ board has well-supported libraries for implementing pseudo-multithreading. This approach uses mutual exclusion (mutex) objects to switch seamlessly between tasks at the CPU level, and better prioritize resources amongst tasks based on user inputs. In order to unlock these abilities, however, we must first solve some issues in the area of memory management. As stated earlier, machine-level FFT calculations are, by their nature, "in-place" operations. That is, they transform a given buffer containing time-domain data into one containing frequency-domain data in the same addresses. Therefore, in order to conduct FFT operations in parallel with time-domain analog sampling without requiring substantial additional computational resources, we need to develop a highly efficient buffer copy operation to allow FFT and analog sampling to operate on separate data buffers. Once this accomplished, implementing a multithreading protocol to carry out parallel processing will be more a matter of "tuning" the mutexs prioritization of tasks rather than a "from scratch" development effort.
C. 4-channel sampling and beamforming accuracy
While all of the above are important benchmarks, ultimately the goal of the acoustic vector sensor DAQ will be to provide data for, or even execute, acoustic beam-forming calculations [6] . Therefore, all of the above potential inaccuracies are important insofar as they create inaccuracy in the estimate of acoustic beam angle at various frequencies of interest. We plan to focus, in the immediate future, on building an analytical model of the error propagation, and verifying its theoretical predictions in a controlled experimental environment. First steps in this area are likely to focus on modeling time and frequency errors (e.g., sampling delays between channels and their associate phase-mismatch, error in frequency measurement, noise), and calculate the error and uncertainty that they create in beam angle estimates; this is the principal input to the bearing-only motion estimation algorithm. Creating these models will greatly inform all other efforts by helping prioritize areas that create the most substantial improvements in beam forming ability.
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